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How To Install Your Windshield Banner 
 
Banner Text is curved for front windshield glass: It might appear like a straight 
banner from above, but in order for it to fit properly on your curved front windshield, your 
windshield banner is curved by design. 

There are 2 ways you can install the banners, wet or dry: 

The Wet Method : The advantage of the "wet method" is you can recover from 
mistakes a little easier. Disadvantage is taking a 8 hour (or longer) break before you can 
drive the car.  

The Dry Method: The car is drive-able right away, but mistakes are harder to recover 
from. 

Both methods allow you to move the banner around a bit before to get it where you like 
it before you put it down for good.  

Note: Use the squeegee provided to squeegee air out from under the banner and work 
from the center to the edges. Small air bubbles sometimes occur with either method and 
cannot be avoided. Best solution is to “pop” them with a needle and squeeze the air out 
of the bubble with your thumbnail.  

Maintenance:  None. No special maintenance or care of these banners is needed. 
Wash and wax the car as usual. 
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THE WET METHOD 

Clean the windshield very well where the banner will be applied. 

 
Spray the whole windshield down with window cleaner. Peel the banner from the 

backing sheet and spray it down also. We just used plain water here, but on a hot day, 
window cleaner can be used like Windex. 

 
Put the banner in place and keep the whole area wet (spray down as needed) as you 

slide the banner around to look straight. Once straight, squeegee out all air bubbles and 
all the water beneath the banner.  Smooth out the banner. 

 

Allow 8 - 24 hours for your banner to dry (depending on weather). The colder it is, the 
longer you need to wait to dry. Then remove the transfer tape slowly and carefully. 
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THE DRY METHOD 

Clean the windshield very well where the banner will be applied. 

 
Place the banner on the windshield and hold in place using masking tape.  Step back 

and make sure it's centered.  Get it positioned exactly where you want it during this step 
and tack it down in multiple spots with masking tape.  Place a stripe of masking tape 

roughly in the center straight up-and-down.  

 
Carefully peel the banner away from the backing material. Next cut ONLY the backing 
material (the heavy paper on the bottom) away close to the center tape you applied.  

Careful NOT to cut your banner. 

 
Carefully press down starting from the center and working outward. Once one side is 

down, go to the other side of the car and carefully peel center backing off including the 
center tape and repeat the step shown above. 

 
You can now simply peel off the transfer tape (slowly and carefully). 
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